INTRODUCTION
The UK Government's target on renewable energy is promoting an increasing interest in offshore wind energy in the south east of England. Many of the proposed offshore windfarms are adjacent to rural areas remote from load centres. As a result, the connection of these offshore windfarms will require the building of new onshore circuits to transport the electricity generated into high load areas.
EDF Energy successfully provided connection to a 76MW
1 offshore windfarm near Great Yarmouth (see Figure 1 ) by using an intelligent control system to utilise the additional capacity available during intact network conditions, while sending "turn down" or constraint signals to the windfarm during fault conditions when there is insufficient circuit capacity. This approach resulted in considerable cost savings over a more typical reinforcement solution. 
NETWORK DESCRIPTION
The Norfolk distribution network is supplied from the 400kV transmission system by a Grid Supply Point at Norwich Main (400/132kV). The Norfolk 132kV and 33kV network covers a geographic area of more than 3000 km 2 . It supplies 9 x 132/33kV grid and over 50 x 33/11kV primary substations, connected to an interconnected 33kV system. The east of the 1 Currently, the installed capacity of the offshore windfarm is 60MW. However, the connection has been designed for 76MW. network consists of 3 grid substations: Great Yarmouth, Gorleston and Lowestoft (see Figure 2 ). Gorleston and Great Yarmouth grid substations are operated in parallel at 33kV, with a single 90MVA 132/33kV transformer on each site. A 400MW Combined Cycle Gas Turbine (CCGT) power station is connected at Great Yarmouth. The existing 132kV circuits from Great Yarmouth Grid to Norwich Main (~30km) are currently being utilised to transport the output of the CCGT power station (See Figure 3) . The connection of a large offshore windfarm at Great Yarmouth requires the windfarm output to be transported to Norwich as well. As the CCGT power station has a full export capacity under an N-1 fault condition (i.e. it is provided with a firm connection), there is no excess circuit capacity to permit firm connection of the windfarm. However, for an intact network condition, there is spare capacity for additional export. 
DETAILS OF EXISTING SCHEMES AT THE CCGT POWER STATION
The CCGT power station is operated with two control schemes to ensure that the capacity of the 132kV network is not exceeded.
Existing Power Station De-loading Scheme
As shown in Figure 3 , the CCGT power station has four connections to the EDF Energy 132kV network, and the connection is firm for the loss of one circuit under planned outage or fault conditions, during both summer and winter periods. In order to prevent risk of damage to circuits as a result of overload, a de-loading scheme comes into operation at the power station to cause the generator to drop back to site load immediately on the loss of a second circuit. The deloading is carried out via the CCGT power station's generator control system.
Existing Power Station Circuit Thermal Overload Scheme
The four 132kV feeder breakers at the CCGT power station are fitted with three phase, two-stage thermal replica relays. The first stage initiates an alarm indicating overload of the individual circuit.
The second stage trips the CCGT power station 132kV generator circuit breaker, in the event that de-loading has not taken place by means of the normal logic and control mechanism.
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS OF THE NEW CONTROLLER
As part of the connection of the new windfarm, an intelligent control system is installed at Great Yarmouth Grid Substation. The intelligent control system uses the Areva Micom S10 controller, a protection based substation control system. It consists of an industrial computer running Microsoft Windows NT. The computer provides a graphical user interface to Intelligent Electronic Devices (IED's), typically protection relays, via a communication channel. In the case of the windfarm de-loading scheme, some software is included to provide logic maps that are able to utilise the information coming from the IED's, to determine maximum levels of windfarm export.
Under the new scheme, the S10 controller's primary function is to limit the output of the offshore windfarm in such a manner as to ensure that the output from the CCGT power station is not compromised by the operation of the windfarm.
The New Windfarm De-loading Scheme
The proposed scheme must work in conjunction with the existing CCGT power station control scheme, as described previously, to ensure that the CCGT power station has first call on any available export capacity in accordance with the power station Connection and Use of System Agreement (CUSA). However, the scheme should not restrict output from the windfarm if there is no operational need. As a result, the windfarm is allowed full generation during intact network conditions for all seasons.
On the other hand, when one of the 132kV circuits is lost due to a planned outage or fault, the windfarm is only allowed to generate based on the seasonal circuit capacity of the remaining 132kV circuits. The controller detects such conditions based on input signals obtained from the substation protection schemes and an algorithm is built into the system to send an appropriate "turn down" signal to the windfarm.
When the CCGT power station de-loading scheme operates for a second 132kV circuit outage and the generator drops back to site load, it is not necessary to restrict output from the windfarm immediately. The output from the windfarm is then utilised to support the two remaining 132kV circuits by meeting some of the local demand. As stated before, under the terms of their CUSA, the CCGT power station has the right to resynchronise by mutual agreement with the EDF Energy Network Control Centre. However, it is probable that the CCGT power station would not wish to export at significantly below normal output due to financial and technical considerations.
Nevertheless, if the CCGT power station wishes to resume generating under these circumstances then, depending on their agreed level of export, it may be necessary either to inhibit export from the windfarm or to place a cap on export levels. The course of action would be decided by the EDF Energy Network Control Centre and implemented through SCADA signals which can override the windfarm de-loading scheme.
The removal of the export limit could be either by the restoration of one or both of the 132kV circuit outages or by means of a SCADA signal from the EDF Energy Network Control Centre.
In the event of a thermal overload alarm relay operating on any of the 132kV circuits at the CCGT power station, it will be necessary to block export from the windfarm until the situation can be evaluated by the control engineer at the EDF Energy Network Control Centre. This block could be removed remotely by the resetting of the thermal overload alarm which will remain latched until reset from the EDF Energy Network Control Centre.
Input data. Input data for the S10 controller (Table 1 and  Table 2 ) is obtained from both the Power Station and Great Yarmouth substation protection communication system. The communication system uses the K-Bus communication channel consisting of screened twisted wires pair. It allows information held in protective relays, such as feeder loads and circuit breaker status, to be connected to the S10 controller via a suitable interface unit. Output data. Windfarm "turn down" signals are sent to the offshore windfarm control system to gradually reduce their generation export. The "turn down" values are divided into steps of 25% (Table 3) and are chosen by the S10 algorithm based on the available circuit capacity. This is designed to reduce the current to within the circuit rating without causing an excessive voltage step change.
The non-compliance trip, R5, is designed to open the windfarm metering circuit breaker in the event that the "turn down" is not successful. 
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Timers. A time delay for each action is employed to prevent hunting of the windfarm output (Table 4) . TMR4 is the fault duration timer which will initially filter out any fault currents that may otherwise trigger the system. 
Circuit breaker status logic
The following "turn down" logic sets maximum wind farm output based on the 132kV circuit breaker positions at the CCGT power station. It does not require an overload to have occurred before maximum levels are set. Maximum wind farm output is determined by the time of year and the export level of the CCGT power station. The logic continually monitor all input parameters and change the "turn down" levels as running conditions change. If more than one "turn down" signal is in operation at any one time then the output that gives the least export from the windfarm take precedence. Figure 4 shows the sequence of events for an outage on one of the power station breakers, CB105, depending on the time of year.
If CB105 opens during the summer period and the output of the CCGT power station is below 360 MW, the windfarm can export 100%.
If the CCGT power station is generating above 380 MW then the windfarm should turn down to 50% after 15 seconds and then 0 MW after a further 120 seconds.
If the CCGT power station is exporting between 360 MW and 380 MW then the windfarm should turn down to 75% output after 15 seconds and then 50% after a further 120 seconds. The last output relay to operate should remain energised until the input changes (i.e. either the circuit breaker status or CCGT power station output).
The preset values used to compare the CCGT power station measured output, CB290, are outlined in Table 5 . 
Overcurrent "turn down" logic
The overcurrent "turn down" logic uses current measurement to identify potential overloads on the 132kV system. It is regarded as a backup to the circuit breaker status logic as it requires a line to be overloaded before it will operate. The overloads are likely to occur on parts of the network that are remote from the measurement location points. It was therefore necessary to carry out a series of loadflow studies under different outage and loading scenarios to determine the combinations of CCGT power station circuit breaker status, power station output and 132kV feeder loads that could result in overloads on the remote part of the network. These results were then used to identify the level of windfarm constraint required to bring the circuit back within rating.
Another problem arises under conditions where a circuit overload produces similar measurement currents to a normal situation where there is no overload. For this reason it is necessary to use circuit breaker position to determine the overloads. In contrast to the circuit breaker status logic which requires a circuit breaker to open in order to trigger a "turn down" signal, the overcurrent logic requires a circuit breaker to open in order to inhibit the overcurrent "turn down". This means it is operating in the opposite sense to the status logic. This is intended to provide a system that is fail safe in that if the breaker circuit breaker auxiliary contact fails to open, and hence trigger the circuit breaker status logic, the overcurrent logic will automatically come into operation.
An example of the overcurrent "turn down" logic for circuit breaker CB205 is shown in Figure 5 , and described in the following text.
If the current measured on CB205(I) is greater than the preset value, CB205(W) which is 640A, and CB105 is closed (i.e. CB105Status has the value of 1), the S10 controller will send a signal to the windfarm to limit the export to 75% after 15 seconds, and 50% after 120 seconds. However, if the circuit breaker CB105 is open, the windfarm will not need to "turn down" even though the current on CB205 exceeds 640A.
Once reduction in windfarm export has been triggered by the overcurrent "turn down" logic, the windfarm output relays need to be locked until they are reset. This is to prevent hunting of the windfarm (i.e. the circuit is overloaded, generation is turned down, the overload disappears, the generator turns up and circuit is overloaded again, etc.). Lockout of the "turn down" signal can be reset manually from SCADA input.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper outlines the first active network management scheme in EDF Energy's distribution network involving an active constraint of an offshore windfarm.
The innovative introduction of the windfarm de-loading scheme using the S10 controller has provided the lowest cost connection for the windfarm to generate up to 76MW. The cost of uprating the circuit to remove the capacity limitation would have reduced the viability of the scheme. The application of the windfarm de-loading scheme allows optimal use of available capacity, saving circa £3m (€4.5m). 
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